This means that crossmodal interactions are spatially This is because sensory maps are organized according specific and not merely due to stimulation of two sensory to the geometry of the corresponding receptor surfaces: modalities rather than one. Furthermore, these results the bite of a mosquito on my hand is represented in the imply that tactile and visual sensations interact through somatosensory cortex in a skin-based frame of referbrain structures which can update information about ence, while the image of the culprit in the visual cortex the relative spatial alignment of the respective sensory is coded in a retinal frame of reference. A minimal remaps, by taking into account postural information. Maquirement for visuo-tactile integration is that the signals caluso et al. varied eye position but kept the remaining arising in the two modalities be assigned a common components of body posture fixed. A prediction that spatial origin, and this means that signals generated in would follow from their hypothesis is that such crossmoone modality must be recoded into the reference frame dal "boosting" should also depend on the other postural of the other modality, or that both signal sources be variables that determine spatial congruence of multimodal recoded into a more abstract reference frame. Furtherstimuli, e.g., head, arm, and hand position. more, since the retinal location of a tactile stimulus will Interestingly, a neural model designed to perform shift whenever the hand is displaced or a change in multisensory coordinate transformations using the gaze direction occurs, its spatial coordinates must be known properties of cortical neurons actually predicts continuously updated. thus activated the right visual cortex, while the simulta-
